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One of the reasons for this shortage of knowledge regarding IBS is the lack of useful experimental animal models. Over the years ... chronic social defeat stress (cSDS) and chronic vicarious ...
Repeated psychological stress is linked with irritable bowel syndrome-like symptoms
The experimental treatment cured her leukemia ... She's now in her senior year of high school. Sanneh asked, "Is it hard for you now to watch that footage of you with no hair, in pain, suffering ...
How an experimental treatment beat a little girl's cancer
Let’s talk about stress. Of course, stress is a natural part of life—working, parenting, and all types of relationships bring it in spades— but the past few years seem to have upped the ante ...
Did COVID-19 Give Way to a Stress Pandemic? A Psychologist Weighs In
Psychologist Susan Pinker explores new discoveries in the science of human nature. Read previous columns here. Dogs are champion sniffers, equipped with 100 to 300 million olfactory receptors in ...
Dogs Can Sniff Out Human Stress
But Woitowich said both studies, conducted a year apart, suggest that the pandemic affected women’s stress levels and menstrual cycles over a long period of time. “Women have really borne the ...
Did pandemic stress change women’s periods?
The stress and strain of cyberattacks on the staff ... while a full 56% say their job gets harder with each passing year. The constant barrage of attacks has also eroded a feeling of personal ...
Stress Is Driving Cybersecurity Professionals to Rethink Roles
A recent study has shown that stress can harm sexual performance and sperm health, leading to infertility. The study found that men who reported higher stress levels were more likely to have lower ...
How stress can affect sexual performance and sperm health
Previous literature has linked psychological stress with worse cardiovascular outcomes, Zhu noted. However, little is known about the prognostic impact of marital stress on 1-year health outcomes ...
Marital Stress Tied to Worse Outcome in Young MI Patients
Then, last year, Hurricane Ida's winds and a tornado damaged her roof; she’s been battling with her insurance carrier ever since as she lives in a camper. The stress has taken a toll on Mace's ...
After Hurricanes, Program Aims to Help Alleviate Stress
experimental. Though whisky has come in many ... distillation and maturation (for at least three years) have begun to tinker with new alternatives to peat (like heather smoke), malting, and ...
Whisky Is Going Through An Experimental Phase
To understand this functional connection, researchers from Tokyo University of Science used a mouse model for stress-induced ... of useful experimental animal models. Over the years, studies ...
Repeated emotional stress in mice provokes irritable bowel syndrome-like symptoms
Brandl wrote a review article in the Proceedings of the Royal Society B this year calling for more study of animal stress transmission. “More insights from research of animal social systems are ...
Can stress spread like a virus? What animals tell us.
For others it's about doing a good job in their role. And for more than a third, 35% of workers, stress or burnout have a significant effect on their ability to perform, according to a Q3 Joblist ...
10 low-stress jobs that pay more than $100,000 per year and how to get them
We’ll take all the favors we can get this time of year to ensure Thanksgiving is as stress-free as possible. That’s why we lean on McCormick. The spice and herb brand has been a tried and true ...
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